The YOU’RE LYING game
 Students ask each other “Have you ever..?” questions.
 They must answer all questions with “Yes”.
 Their partner can then ask them 3 “Wh” questions in the Simple Past and
try to spot from their answers and body language if they are lying.

EAT something
strange or disgusting

FALL OFF your bike, a
ladder

COOK a meal for the
family

DRIVE over the speed
limit

FORGET an important
date

RECEIVE an awful gift

LOSE your temper in
public

WIN a prize

SEND a letter

BUY clothes online

SLEEP in a tent

SKATE in an iceskating rink

FIND any money

BE to a football
match

MAKE a cake

READ “El Quijote”

LEAVE something
important at home

BURN your hand

BUY something you
didn´t use / wear

CALL somebody by
the wrong name

CHEAT in an exam

FALL asleep in class /
at work

GIVE a false excuse to
get out of something

SEE a car accident

WALK INTO a
window because it
was clean

CRY watching a film

OVERSLEEP

BE to a spa

WAIT for someone
for more than 15’

SEE a film more than
3 times

SWIM naked

HELP someone in
danger

KISS someone on the
first date

TRIP in public

FAINT

BREAK someone’s
heart

GET stuck in a lift

GIVE someone a fake
phone number

BE sunburnt

CHIP / BREAK a tooth
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The YES I HAVE game
 Students ask each other “Have you ever..?” questions.
 They must answer all questions with “Yes”.
 Their partner can then ask them 3 “Wh” questions in the Simple Past and
try to spot from their answers and body language if they are lying.

DANCE “pasodoble”

SHARE a flat

RECEIVE a gift for St
Valentine

TELL a lie

LIVE in another city

FORGET your
password

DRINK more than you
should

LEAVE without paying

TAKE a cold shower

WRITE a love letter /
email

FALL down the stairs

RIDE on horseback

TAKE driving lessons

MEET a famous
person

STAY UP all night

KEEP a diary

BREAK a promise

TAKE a computer
course

SPRAIN your ankle

GET stuck in a lift

BE to London

BE on strike

TRY sushi

SLEEP in a tent

WEAR two different
socks

BURN your meal

SPILL your drink over
someone else

LOSE part of your
bathing suit

MAKE UP a story to
get out of a parking
ticket

SKIP a class / a day at
work

HAVE a puncture

LIE about your age

SMOKE in a
forbidden place

RIDE on a rollercoaster

THROW UP in a public
place

BE on a diet

TRAVEL to Paris

JUMP the traffic
lights

SEE a film in original
version

BABYSIT
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